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There are a number of interesting things to think about in both bill’s mail and adam’s reply. We are trying to work through
many of these issues right now as we plan Office9 and "new office", so it is hard for me to speak for everything we are
doing as if there is complete concensus or agreement, so what follows is my personal thoughts.
I do not disagree at all with the assertion that our applications (Off’ice9 or new office) should target HTML and scripting and
that is what we will do. However, I think Adam and I agree that this is much more easier said than done.
We are at a point when each office application is set to be made obsolete by various web-based applications (over the
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Word is clearly threatened by some form of HTML page editor, most ironically our ver7 own [’Trident). Excel is threatened
by the fact that in a short-sighted way it seems far easier to prepare a variety of static reports on the server and dish those
out over HTTP, rather than let people use Exce! connected to a snapshot of the live data. The use of Excel as an ad hoc
tool will be perceived as Important, but not worth the cost (of course this will put IT back in the hot seat as a bottleneck).
PowerPoint is already viewed as a tool for the minority of users¯ AS adam points out all of these products have a huge
amount of domain specific knowledge in them that will continue to remain important and transfering that knowledge to a
new runtime could be a huge win.
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an Access developed application to run. VB’s runtime is similarly large, but because the design time is a
very elaborate application (the compiler, debugger, project manager etc.) you can save a lot of code~ But the
fundemental aspects of VB are in a the large number of VBRUN DLI’s in the \SYSTEM directory, po,verPoint experiences
this same issue-the "player" for PowerPoint is nearly all of the product.
easy to say this is an architectural shortcoming, but it is hard to find an example amongst all of our products
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For me, this means that targeting HTML+Scripting as a runtime will be a huge challenge. It will be very difficult to do
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does this work in a world where HTML+scripting is the runtime?
This is really the most difficult question for me to answer and I don’t know. Trident is an editor, but it is an editor that will
create a new document type-one that is mostly an interactive mail message or a database form. This is not a
presentation, not a spreadsheet, etc. From the development tools point of view (Access and VB) using Trident as the
editor seems very straight forward since the value of the tool will be in the connection of various trident elements together
(connecting the controls to a database or events, for example). Similarly, Outlook using Trident is a total no-brainer.
However, for a toot like Excel, Word, or PowerPoint
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I’m at a loss ....
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I’m not competent to addre.s.s whether Access is or isn’t getting good architectural attention so I will not address that. But
will talk about the issues w~tl~ roles for Front Page, Intemet Studio, and Access. Indeed I’m surprised that you didn’t
include Powerpoint in there because I befieve that Powerpoint faces challenges very similar to Access.
Here’s the issue. It is critical that we develop quickly applications that are great domain specific authoring tools for HTML
and shortly for what I have called "Chapters" (memo reenclosed below for those who missed it). A product like Powerpoint
is still badly needed because it understands the user model for authoring slide oriented presentations. But the runtime
IMHQ would be Trident, not some other binary. At most it might include some Java]ActiveX compoents to allow special
effects on pages at runtime. This powerpoint like product
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Personally. I’d vote to focus¯ Have Powcrpoint stop working on Powerpoint, forget Esther, and just work on building an
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equally great tool to exploit what Trident 1 and Trident 2 will enabie atong with cool components and Tera-Cotta to let
mere mortals do this. Let Intemet Studio focus on letting mere mortals build data-centjqc applications for the Web. This is
terribly impodant and we need this tool to showcase the
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might collaborate on and he and I can explain why Java o all of you. It may not even happen in Trident 2 therefore, until
there, we’re going to have to live with ugly obviously glued in components. The big risk is that someone builds a Java
runtime that supersets HTML, but does exac’Jy this using Java classes, call it JTML which isn’t constrained by being
identically backwards compatible to HTML, and makes HTML obsolete because of its easier authoring and extensibiliby.
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Recently I was trying to figure out what Internet Studio is and thinking about the future of AcCess.
I am very worried that Access is not getting good architectual attention because it is sort of part of tools and sort of pc.it of
Office. The last time t met with the Access group I challenged them to explain to me what it would take for someone to be
able to write Outlook or Project in Access. In particular I talked about being able to right crick on a data row and see a set
of actions as an example of something that should be very easy. I have never seen any response to this challenge.
Access certainly has to move to use Trident as a runtime like so many other products we have.
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We all know that Intemet studio on Trident will be better but what is the difference be~eer~ Trident by itself, Front Page on
Trident, Access on Trident and Internet studio on Trident? My answers are:
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The basic approach we are on now is to take a data tool -Access and allow HTML content to be part of what it generates
for reports (including interactive reports) and queries. The thinking here is moving slowly. At the same time we take an
H-I-ML oriented tool 0nternet Studio) and start to embed repor’dquery generating commands in the HTML The result is 2
products that both do a poor job and completely contuse anyone who wants to figure out what we are trying to tell them to
do.
A simple question is: say i want to take a database of sales data and let people browse that data - what approach does
Microsoft reccomend.
I need to see new vision for Access. 1 also need to see quite a different vision for Internet studio before I agree it should
exist as a different product at all.
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